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The Great Gatsby Notes – Nick Carraway 

Comprehensive close reading notes 

Important to note that this is written after his experience so he is speaking about how he is 

now after his journey of change would be complete. 

Chapter 1  

‘In my younger and more vulnerable years my father gave me some advice that I’ve been turning over 

in my mind ever since.’ 

- This passage has four significant parts and one overarching theme.  

- Youth (biblical allusion) more mature than Tom who acts like a spoilt child, never 

really maturing, but Gatsby too has a youthful fantasy of endless exclusive love 

- Vulnerability, this could mean exposed to vice, could mean he has not learnt enough 

about life or the ‘euphemisms’ that higher society has 

- Advice, or a warning, his father knows and understands his character 

- Turning over in mind, fighting against his father’s will, perhaps he is afraid of losing 

financial support if he is not obedient 

- Couples with closing lines; ‘So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back 

ceaselessly into the past.’ 

- The opening paragraph foreshadows the last, uses a circular narrative style 

- Fitzgerald could be using a chiastic structure/palistrophe 

‘Whenever you feel like criticizing anyone, ‘he told me, ‘just remember that all the people in this 

world haven’t had the advantages that you’ve had.)’ 

- Does he have a history of criticizing? He criticizes all the characters in the novel, but 

mainly in his thoughts 

- Is he entitled and not appreciative of his advantages? He requires that Gatsby’s 

father refers to him with the nomenclature Mr  

I understand that he meant a great deal more than that. 
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- He expects women to be dishonest, but why 

I hate careless people. That’s why I like you. 

- Nick is not a careless person; his actions are considered and probably predictable. 

But I am slow-thinking and full of interior rules that act as brakes on my desires, and I knew that first 

I had to get myself definitely out of that tangle back home. I’d been writing letters once a week and 

signing them: ‘Love, Nick,’ and all I could think of was how, when that certain girl played tennis, a 

faint moustache of perspiration appeared on her upper lip. Nevertheless, there was a vague 

understanding that had to be tactfully broken off before I was free. 

- He acknowledges that he has rules and those rules prevent him from acting on his 

desires 

- A woman he doesn't love reminds him of a relationship he is in with a woman that he 

tells he loves. It’s like he uses words to manipulate a situation for selfish means and 

the person underneath is irrelevant, like Tom and Daisy 

- Although he says he is not engaged he acknowledges that he is in a ‘tangle back 

home’.  Either he is lying about being engaged or downplaying the significance to 

him 

- He likes sports women 

Everyone suspects himself of at least one of the cardinal virtues, and this is mine: I am one of the few 

honest people that I have ever know 

- He has proven himself to be dishonest throughout the novel and this is written in 

retrospect when he has already demonstrated his behavior. Dishonesty can come 

from omission as well admission. He states this at the end of the chapter to keep the 

reader onside. 
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I was thirty. Before me stretched the portentous, menacing road of a new decade. 

- So distracted watching others he misses out on things in his own life 

- His life still has a defined path of sorts 

- Important and scary 

Thirty—the promise of a decade of loneliness, a thinning list of single men to know, a thinning 

briefcase of enthusiasm, thinning hair. But there was Jordan beside me, who, unlike Daisy, was too 

wise ever to carry well-forgotten dreams from age to age. As we passed over the dark bridge her wan 

face fell lazily against my coat’s shoulder and the formidable stroke of thirty died away with the 

reassuring pressure of her hand. 

So, we drove on toward death through the cooling twilight. 

- Thirty is a magic number to Nick, almost the start of adulthood. He lists the things 

that will change 

- Foreshadow Myrtle's death 

- Considering his own mortality  

A pale well-dressed negro stepped near 

- Race is important to Nick just as class is, but as the negro is not challenging him, he 

does not feel the need to say something derogative 

I’ll wait outside 

- Does not want to cross the line physically or metaphorically 

- He has been privy to both affairs 

- He has seen the consequences for their lovers 

- He does not see things as harmless flings anymore, he sees the person to a greater 

degree 

I’d be damned if I’d go in; I’d had enough of all of them for one day, and suddenly that included 

Jordan too. 

- Is that literally one day or something deeper? 

I disliked him so much by this time that I didn’t find it necessary to tell him he was wrong. 

“Who was the woman?” he inquired. 
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